
Allox - TWS earphones with metal charging case
SKU: TEJZEARTWSALLOXBTK

Semi in-ear True Wireless Stereo earphones for music and calls

Wireless: listen to all the music you want without any wires

The Allox earphones allow you to listen to your favourite music anywhere without the aid of wires. The True Wireless Stereo
(TWS) technology ensures a stable signal up to 10 meters away from your smartphone, tablet or laptops . The earphones will
also connect to each other as soon as they are taken out of the charging case. You will have to pair them manually with the
reference device only the first time: afterwards, pairing will always happen automatically .

The metal case ensures optimal protection and easy charging

The 300mAh charging case serves a dual function: its metal cladding ensures the headphones are protected from minor
bumps and scratches, and the base also  powers the Alloxes wherever you are without using other energy sources. When they
are out of power, just insert them inside the case  and they will be ready to use again in 1.5 hours. Using the base you'll be
able to enjoy up to 24 hours of music and calls . And when the case runs out of power, you can connect it to a wall charger or
to a power bank using the USB-A - USB-C cable included.

Microphone with ENC for high definition calls

Thanks to Environmental Noise Cancelling (ENC) technology  you will always enjoy high definition calls. If you find yourself in
an environment that is not completely silent, background noises will be reduced : the person you are speaking to will be able
to hear you clearly enough.

Dual Leader technology and touch controls provide absolute convenience

Dual Leader technology allows you to use only one headset  while the other is charging or is simply placed in the charging
case; as each headset is actually equipped with a built-in microphone. The touch multifunction keys also allow you to execute



various commands without ever touching your device. Use them to manage your music and calls , and to activate the voice
assistant.

Key features:

wireless
True Wireless Stereo (TWS) technology for automatic pairing between the earphones and with the device
operating range: 10 metres
use time: 4 hours
300 mAh metal charging case
charging time: 1.5 hours
run time with charge case: 24 hours
stand-by time: 120 hours
microphone with Environmental Noise Cancelling (ENC) technology: reduces external noise

Contents include:

1 charging case
1 USB-A - USB-C charging cable
1 instruction manual
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Technical data
Frequency: 50Hz - 20kHz  
Standby time: 120 hours  
Talking time: 4 hours  
Operative range: 10 m  
Recharging time: 1.5 hours  
Listening to music: 4 hours  
Charged via charging base: 24 hours  
Battery: 25 mAh  
Buttons: Touch  
Microphone: Environmental Noise Cancellation (ENC)  
Technology: Dual Leader  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Color: stone_grey  
EAN: 8018417442018  
SKU: TEJZEARTWSALLOXBTK  
Weight: 50 g  
Charging base capacity: 300 mAh  
Number of connections: 1  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 40 mm  
Width Pack: 130 mm  
Depth Inner: 260 mm  
Height Pack: 120 mm  
Weight Pack: 160 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 550 mm  
Height Inner: 120 mm  
Weight Inner: 1050 g  
Width Master: 290 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 290 mm  
Weight Master: 9065 g  
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